
 CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE  

 THE STORY 
OF A SMART NURTURE CAMPAIGN



ABSTRACT
Having choices in the modern marketing landscape is becoming the norm. Most of us expect choices while others 
demand them. So why should we expect that our customers are any different? The reality is our customers exist in 
the same automated, mobile friendly, omni-channel, “need it yesterday” world that we do. It’s time to treat them 
as we expect to be treated by providing self-selected personalized and accessible content while unobtrusively 
nurturing them through the buying journey.

In this client brand case study we’ll explore how Ideas Collide Marketing and Communications executed our  
most sophisticated, content-rich nurture campaign for a Forbes Top 20 brand by delivering personalized customer 
experiences enabled by Oracle’s Eloqua marketing automation platform. The results are a testament to the 
growing desires of customers wanting relevant choices both in what they receive and how they receive it.

OBJECTIVES
1.  Develop an automated content nurture campaign that allows users to choose the content they receive  

at multiple touchpoints
2. Provide relevant content at a pace dictated by the customer
3.  Progressively profile customers receiving our content to build upon their contact record in our database  

and provide the sales team with well-rounded leads
4.  Employ a sophisticated scoring model to monitor engagement levels and content consumption for the  

purpose of generating marketing qualified leads (MQLs)
5. Monitor key performance indicators (KPIs) to gauge overall campaign effectiveness
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Self-selected content paths ensure customers are provided with relevant content at a pace dictated by the consumer.



OVERVIEW
Nurturing is a marketing approach that educates prospective buyers and carefully escorts them through the 
buying journey. It can help build a strong brand and solution preference in prospects before they’re actively 
engaged in a buying process. With innovation and forward-thinking, the Smart Nurture is a practical use case 
that employs all the elements of a nurture program that will become the norm in 2016’s modern marketing 
landscape.

Based on our objectives, we applied a series of advanced solutions to effectively achieve our clients’ goals. 
This series of solutions spans the realms of content strategy, marketing automation, web development and 
database management. To best illustrate the Smart Nurture, outlined next are the key functionalities of the 
campaign that make it both unique and successful:

SELF-SELECTED CONTENT PATHS
When a prospective customer enters the top of the funnel and is first introduced into the Smart Nurture they 
begin their email journey down a main path. In anticipation of differing buying journeys, the main path is 
designed to be an effective stand-alone linear campaign should engagement not happen immediately.  
However, emails are sent to these new prospects immediately allowing them to click through to our custom 
built landing pages hosting high value content. 

Our landing pages play host to a dynamic form displaying a few questions in exchange for the free content 
download. The first two questions in the dynamic form are asking the prospect of their primary and sec-
ondary interest areas. The interest areas in the form span the technology sector’s Internet of Things (IoT), 
offering a wide variety of content path options increasing the engagement rates. When the interest area 
selections are made this data is stored in a custom data object (CDO) within Oracle’s Eloqua marketing 
automation platform. Upon form submission the prospect is immediately sent to a “thank you” landing page 
where they can leisurely download their asset. 

Personalized content flows 
ensure that each potential 
customer is served content 
relevant to that individual’s 
interest and needs.



Now that we know the prospect’s interest areas the sophisticated decision logic built on the campaign 
canvas moves that prospect out of the main path and into their primary interest path to be queued up to 
receive a series of their self-selected content on a two week cadence. Throughout the next few months as 
the prospect receives custom content they’ll eventually reach the end of their primary interest path. Because 
we’ve stored their secondary interest area selection from an earlier engagement, they are seamlessly moved 
into their secondary interest nurture path providing them even more opportunity to engage with our clients 
brand and consume valuable content.

LEAD ACCELERATION
When the prospect self-selects their desired content paths by submitting our forms they’re immediately 
routed to our “thank you” landing page where they can download their first piece high value content. On 
this same “thank you” page there is an additional option for the prospect to also answer questions on a 
dynamic form in exchange for another piece of high value content in their selected interest areas. This 
acceleration sequence happens fluidly and unobtrusively within a single engagement experience. 

As with all form submissions in the Smart Nurture, the data is stored in Eloqua and used within our campaign 
canvas decision logic to determine which email in the nurture they receive next. The lead acceleration 
strategy allows prospects to consume multiple pieces of high value content at a single time furthering their 
exposure and advocacy to the brand and increasing the velocity at which they become a lead.

Content is the key driver is moving a consumer through the purchase path from awareness, to opportunity, to 
customer.



DYNAMIC CONTENT/CONTENT ACCESSIBILITY 
In many nurture campaigns each individual email has an accompanied piece of content that a prospect can 
either download or have it emailed to their inbox. This is true with the Smart Nurture too. However, we took 
it a step further and rounded out the user experience in a personalized manner that felt customized for our 
future leads. 

After the prospect has either downloaded the first asset or has decided to accelerate themselves for a second 
asset we display a final “thank you” landing page. This final page uses custom built JavaScript & JQuery code 
to evaluate all past engagements with the Smart Nurture for each individual contact and then in real-time 
dynamically displays their custom landing page hosting each and every piece of content they’ve previously 
downloaded. This was built with the customer experience in mind for content accessibility. This experience 
shows the prospect that we know who they are, what they’re interested in and that that our client understand 
their needs to be unique.

LEAD SCORING
Oracle’s Eloqua marketing automation platform has a robust lead scoring mechanism allowing us to score 
the strength of a lead throughout their buying journey based on their Profile Fit and Engagement level. The 
profile fit is the piece of the score telling us explicitly who they are as a professional including things like job 
function, company, job title and also their interest areas and pain points. Engagement is the second half of a 
lead score and are implied elements based on their behaviors throughout the campaign such as email opens, 
email click-trough’s, form submission and high value content downloads. 

The Smart Nurture utilizes both pieces of the lead scoring mechanism in Eloqua to evaluate each of the 
explicit and implicit elements of a prospects journey through our campaign to ensure only the most optimal 
leads are passed over to the sales teams. The evaluation of the scoring model also allows for campaign 
optimization as it uncovers which email, content or forms may not be performing well allowing us to replace 
them or re-strategize depending on the need. 

RESULTS
When the entire Smart Nurture campaign is put together, it works as an automated path for potential 
consumers to be escorted toward becoming marketing qualified leads, or MQLs. It’s one of the most 
comprehensive and advanced campaigns being implemented by our client, and by Ideas Collide. 
So far we have seen strong results from this campaign including an overall combined unique open rates of 
21.2% and click-through rates of 4.97%. 

When we evaluate the content specific self-selected paths we consistently have unique open and click-
through performance metrics in the ranges of 30% and 10% respectively. 

As for the lead acceleration functionality, of the prospects that choose to download the first piece of content, 
33% of them choose to accelerate themselves and download their second piece of content proving the 
personalized content experience is of high value to prospective leads. 
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